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2007 Jaeckle Award
goes to departing
Dean Olsen—story on page 2

From L to R, law students Patrick Krey, Olga Vinogradova, Kristen Ng, Jeff
Colt, Anthony Leone and Eddie Gonzalez all contributed articles to this return
The Illegality of
Online Gambling
By: Anthony M.
Leone, JD‘09
Until recently, gamblers across the
country were free to
pursue their gambling habits legally on
the Internet; however, the convenience of
Internet gambling was recently eliminated
by the Prohibition on Funding of Unlawful Internet Gambling. For gamblers, this
law is surely an impediment on their ability to gamble from the comfort of their
own homes, but in the face of ubiquitous
means of localized and legalized gambling, is the federal ban really a deterrent
or merely an inconvenience?
It seems paradoxical that the government
is promoting gambling through its support
of casinos and lotteries, but undermining
it by banning the same activities over the
Internet. The alleged purpose of the federal ban on Internet gambling was to curb
increasing consumer credit card debt that
might be fueled in part by online gambling. Surely, however, online gambling
cannot be the only means of driving consumer credit card debt through the roof.

infra
SBA President’s Corner ......... 2
Commentary…...............….. 2-4

The current economic boom is a testament
to the increasing trend of gambling. New
York State grossed over $7 billion in revenue during fiscal year 2006 from lottery
sales. Also in the past year, Governor Elliot Spitzer backed a plan for a $600 million ―Las Vegas Style‖ Indian Casino to be
erected in the Catskill Mountains. Even if
Internet gambling were a major source of
consumer credit card debt, it is unlikely
that its ban will single handedly alleviate
the problem in the face of so many alternative gambling options.
Gambling continued on page 2
An Interview with
the man behind the
Free New York
movement
By Patrick Krey,
LLM’08
James Ostrowski is an accomplished Attorney and writer who regularly contributes to
the extremely popular website LewRockwell.com and is also the author of the controversial book, Political Class Dismissed,
a must read for anyone looking to learn
about Buffalo‘s political scene. He is also
an adjunct scholar at both Canisius College
and the Ludwig Von Mises Institute and
directly learned about economics from the
late, world famous, libertarian pioneer
Murray N. Rothbard.
Currently, James hosts the live call-in
online radio show, PaleoRadio, on WnyMedia.Net Thursday at 1-2 PM (reruns
available via web cast afterwards). The
show covers both national and local poli-
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tics in depth and from a libertarian perspective.
Ostrowski continued on page 2
The forgotten front on
the war on terrorism
By Eddie Gonzalez, JD
‘09
I spy with my little eye
something dangerous
looming over the horizon. It is a country: predominantly Muslim with a growing number of extremists
pressing for power. This country possesses nuclear weapons and borders the
nation of Afghanistan. What‘s more, this
country was only one of three who formally recognized the Taliban regime in
Afghanistan. Syria? No. Iran? Warmer,
but no! Give up? My eye spies the
country of Pakistan.
In 2003, during the early stages of Operation Iraqi Freedom, I had the honor of
representing my university at the Student
Conference on United States Affairs in
the United States Military Academy.
While there, I participated in a panel discussing the rise of radical Islam in the
former Soviet republics of Central Asia.
Repeatedly, United States military officials spoke of the instability of Pakistan,
not Iraq‘s alleged weapons of mass destruction as the United States‘ most pressing danger. So, why is it that the United
States props up red herrings like Iraq and
Iran, and chooses not to focus its military
and diplomatic might on a unstable nation
that could make President Bush‘s

―mushroom cloud‖ scenario come true at
any moment? As President Franklin Delano Roosevelt once said about a Latin
American dictator, President Pervez
Musharraf of Pakistan may be son of a
b****, but he‘s our son of a b****. But
what happens when that S.O.B stops being our S.O.B?
Pakistan continued on page 3
I’m A Struggling
Law Student- Why
Should I Give You
Money?
By Kristen Ng,
JD’11
Have you ever passed by a table asking
for donations to ―Save Darfur‖ or seen the
commercials asking you to make a donation for the cancer patients at St. Jude‘s
Hospital? As a law student, it is oftentimes extremely hard to give money
away, for personal or for financial reasons, even if the amount of money actually equals to about 3 cup of coffee at the
café on the second floor of O‘Brian.
What we do not realize is that we are so
immersed in a consumer society that we
forget how much of something we really
do not need. Sure, Target seems to be a
bargain hot-spot, but the purchases there
add up to hundreds of dollars. A six pack
of beer costs about six dollars, but depending on the amount you consume,
well, it can definitely add up. If we look
around our living areas there are plenty of
items that we do not need.
Charity continued on page 3
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Gambling continued from page 1
Citizens in Buffalo manage to sufficiently satiate their gambling needs by sidestepping the Internet ban through numerous local means: casinos, lotteries and Quick Draw. Niagara
Falls, Ontario, is home to the Fallsview and Casino Niagara,
while downtown Buffalo‘s Seneca Niagara Casino, an Indian
operated casino, is apparently not enough for the area, as the
Indians are currently lobbying to open a second casino in
Western New York. The possibilities for the public to gamble in state-tolerated venues around Buffalo are virtually
limitless. Although it is illegal for a minor to purchase lottery tickets, it would not be difficult for a child to place
money in a lottery machine in the super market and obtain a
scratch-off lottery ticket. Additionally, almost every local
bar contains a Quick Draw monitor, where one is able to
choose from a sheet of numbers and bet money that his numbers will be drawn during the game. Oddly enough, the government is continually bolstering gambling by supporting
casinos and lotteries, while at the same time banning Internet gambling.

Online gambling in today’s society is a
logical extension of casinos, just as
shopping online for clothing is an extension of the modern mall.
With so many means and methods to gamble, there is no
reason for the government to limit another use of the Internet
through a law based on the unfounded idea that online gambling has somehow hurt the average credit card consumer.
Online gambling in today‘s society is a logical extension of
casinos, just as shopping online for clothing is an extension
of the modern mall. Favoring certain types of gambling and
exercising unfettered control to limit online gambling makes
no sense from a public policy perspective. If the government
was truly concerned with the negative implications of gambling, it should stop allowing casinos to be built on sovereign
land, and legislators should begin to limit the amount of
gambling accessible at local shops, bars and grocery stores.
During the early Twentieth Century, the prohibition of alco-

hol was an idealistic but unreasonable public policy, failing because public demand for products will always find a way around
unrealistic regulation. Similarly, successfully banning an activity
that people have easy access to and high demand for is not probable. The popularity of casinos and lotteries demonstrates the
high demand and unprecedented access that
modern society desires.
The decision to ban online gambling has
proven ill-conceived. It has had little affect
on the ―consumers‖ the government was attempting to protect. The ban should be lifted.
Parting accolade by Ilene Fleischmann
To mark one of the most successful tenures
of any Law School dean, the UB Law
School and the UB Law Alumni Association honored Dean Nils Olsen with the
Edwin F. Jaeckle Award, UB Law‘s highest honor. The award came Nov. 13 at the
Twentieth Century Club in downtown Buffalo. The Tuesday evening dinner and presentation was a departure from the traditional Saturday-morning
event that is coupled with a Continuing Legal Education opportunity.
Emceed by Margaret P. Gryko ‘77, president of the Law Alumni
Association, the event featured a succession of speakers who
highlighted aspects of Olsen‘s life and work – everything from
his accomplishments as dean to his famously rumpled style of
dress. Erie County District Attorney Frank J. Clark ‘67 told of a
Dean‘s Advisory Council meeting at which University President
John B. Simpson said, ―I cannot imagine the Law School without
Nils Olsen as dean.‖
―No one said anything. It was silent,‖ Clark said. ―Everyone just
nodded. It was a given. It was black letter. Whenever you thought
of the Law School, you thought of Nils. I cannot think of a higher
compliment than that. ―When I think of him and the Law School,
I see how the Law School reflects his personality in so many
ways. Everything he has done, he puts his own personality into it.
It is not just the school and the curriculum that is important to
him, it is the students.
Dean Nils continued on page 3

Opinions and Commentary

Ostrowski continued from page 1
Locally, James Ostrowski is making waves with the research and public policy think
tank, Free New York (composed of the Free Buffalo and Free Niagara County divisions). Free New York has stated its objectives as ―drastically reducing the size of
government, fighting special interest group politics, concentrating political power in
the individual and building a strong free market economic resurgence in communities while eliminating needless waste, economic development agencies and other
entities whose policies have lead to the decline of the New York State economy and
all regional economies across the state.‖ Bold goals, eh? That doesn‘t seem to slow
down Jim and, if anything, it only seems to further encourage him. Free NY can take
partial credit for one of their most recent accomplishments: the termination of the
Bass Pro Project on the waterfront as part of their national campaign to expose corporate welfare. The tax revolt that gave birth to the Free NY movement can also be
said to have assisted in the recent landslide victory of County Executive Chris
Collins. Other projects of Free NY are to establish a Grover Cleveland Presidential
library and museum in Buffalo as well as a Libertarian Hall of Fame. Free NY also
recently made headlines with its posting of a billboard in Niagara County drawing
attention to the highest property taxes in the U.S and a new billboard on the way
talking about how ―Buffalo won the super bowl of highest
taxes.‖ Mr. Ostrowski was kind enough to take over an
hour out of his busy schedule to discuss Free NY, libertarianism and the national political scene with me.

Jim’s book is a collection of his essays
including his brutal
critique of the political machine
whose policies he
contends have impoverished Buffalo
and the Western
New York region

My first question was in regards to local politics being
boring to the average UB Law student but his response
was sympathetic. ―I know the feeling and for years, I was
the same way until I started to get sucked into Buffalo
politics more and once you realize how rotten it is, you get
motivated to change it. I‘m still interested in national,
state and local politics.‖ I asked him about the naming of
his online show and the origin of the paleo moniker and
his response was ―It‘s not meant to be taken real seriously
but it refers to a point in libertarianism, after the cold war
ended, when some libertarians wanted to form an alliance
with conservatives. In my mind, it means radical politically but personally conservative. A lot of people mistake
libertarianism for libertinism.‖ He added, ―A lot of libertarians have gotten corrupted by trying to succeed in
Washington politics and kind have sold-out. Paleos are
more hard-core. The others are beltway libertarians. We
call them the liberventionists.‖ Jim continued on to speak
of the Washington establishment Cato Institute wing of
libertarianism who ended up ―without any power and have
not accomplished a goddamn thing and you can quote me
on that.‖
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Jim has a simple theory when it comes to political orthodoxy; ―pragmatism
isn‘t practical.‖ Instead, by sticking to their principals, like he and others (i.e. Lew
Rockwell and Ron Paul) have ended up prevailing and the Cato camp ―doesn‘t
really have any influence, except on some billionaires who fund their institute.‖ In
terms of reflecting on his political growth he said ―I was liberal when I was
younger‖ (he actually campaigned for U.S. Senate hopeful Ramsey Clark – yeah, the
guy who unsuccessfully defended Saddam after the U.S. occupation - and attended a
fundraiser at SNL‘s Chevy Chase‘s apartment back in the 70‘s) ―but I grew out of it.
I was a philosophy major and needed logic….it just got me and I have never gone
back. I went from liberalism to libertarianism…and never made the stop at conservatism.‖

So then, what is the role for Government? “They’re
just morons…they’re not smart enough to know
how to make the world safer. They should just enforce the laws against murder, rape, robbery and
trespass.”
Then our conversation turned to local political issues and this is where
Jim‘s passion really shines. I took 3 courses last spring that dealt with local issues
and I did not encounter a perspective as unique and refreshing as Mr. Ostrowski‘s.
Free NY offers a reverse regionalism. ―Democracy works fairly well in your own
community, city, town, village and it really works badly at any other level. It‘s just a
special interest/greed calculus; people voting for the candidate who they think will
give them the most money. Metro government, regional government, basically just
gives the elite more control. The elites are controlling Buffalo already and all the
elite opinion likes metro government because, guess what, who do you think is going to control it? The average person has no control over who gets to be county executive. It‘s determined by whoever bankrolls the campaign so, sure, people with
money and power want political power to be centralized because they are ones who
are going to control it. My view is that if you‘re a populist; you have to favor decentralization of power. If you‘re an elitist, we know, of course, that you‘re for centralization of power because you feel like the elites will always be at the center of everything.‖
Free NY has stayed out of the Casino issue because of its complication and
they have people on both sides of it but Jim did comment that the ―Indians have a
Government monopoly on gambling…and, from a libertarian point of view, there
shouldn‘t be any restrictions on gambling, and…the Indians wouldn‘t have any sort
of monopoly.‖ Well, what about taxes? ―Free NY favors user fees over taxes…than
general taxes and, theoretically, if you don‘t want the service, you shouldn‘t have to
pay for it.‖ What about poor people who can‘t afford user fees? ―There will be a lot
fewer poor people in a libertarian society. We‘re kind of tired of being asked about
Ostrowski continued on page 3
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Ostrowski continued from page 2

Charity continued from page 1

what we will do with the poor. Our response is let‘s figure out why there are so
many poor people. If we had more of a laissez faire economy, poor people could get
a leg up and start a business without having to pay $10,000 in lawyers‘ fees and
licenses and all that stuff. We need to change a lot of policies. We manufacture poor
people just like we manufacture criminals. The welfare state destroys the family unit
and the corporate state destroys the economy and the drug war gives them a chance
to make a living as drug dealers. Ultimately, libertarians believe in charity for poor
people who need assistance and, traditionally, in a wealthy economy people are very
generous. There was a rich system of private help and charity for people before the
New Deal and then the government just kind of killed it all off. We‘re not real generous right now because the government takes half our money.‖

As for us getting a law degree at an affordable rate.
“There’s no such thing as a free lunch. The money
has to be paid in taxes…your parents are taxed and
you’re going to be taxed for the rest of your life.”
So then, what is the role for government? ―They‘re just morons…they‘re
not smart enough to know how to make the world safer. They should just enforce
the laws against murder, rape, robbery and trespass.‖ But is Free NY realistic with
all the unions and special interests keeping big government alive in Buffalo? Erie
County is the biggest employer in Erie County. How can you convince people getting paid by big government that big government is the problem? ―Free NY has a lot
of supporters who work for the government that know we‘re right. They know that
things have to change. People can support us now while there is still time to change
or they can look back in forty years and say ‗WNY has been completely destroyed
and turned into a 3rd world country.‘‖
What about us SUNY students who are being educated by a partially state
funded institution? ―It‘s a statist society. At some point, you‘re going to rub up
against the government. My take is libertarianism is how society should be structured, it‘s not a guide to living in a statist society.‖ As for us getting a law degree at
an affordable rate. ―There‘s no such thing as a free lunch. The money has to be paid
in taxes…your parents are taxed and you‘re going to be taxed for the rest of your
life.‖ Finally, as a UB Law Student, what can we do to Free NY?
―Take care of your own career and job and when you have time, get active
as a volunteer and donate. Take care of your own thing first. There‘s nothing like a
wealthy libertarian. Those are the people who fund the think tank.‖ You can check
out and interact with James Ostrowski on the FreeNewYork blog. If James continues
his recent successes, I believe someday WNY‘ers will be inducting him into the
Libertarian Hall of Fame.

The disparities between those in need and those who are scraping by are quite large.
We read about it in the newspapers, on CNN.com, and from the undergraduate student interest groups that always seem to have different brightly colored t-shirts to
distinguish themselves from the next group. Many people may feel turned off by
actual people physically hounding them for money. Secretly, most people do want
to donate money or help out in one way or the other, but the answer is always, ―I‘ll
do it when I have the money to.‖
Thus, we have two situations here, compounded with their respective dilemmas.
First, there is the person who thinks that they do not have the money, and is therefore not able to give away substantial cash. The answer for you folks? In our society, those who are not homeless will be able to eke out five or ten dollars. Of
course, this does not mean every day. The five or ten dollars may be given yearly or
even once every two years. And you know what the great thing is? Five or ten dollars is ALL it takes to feed a family in Africa for a week or two.
Second, we have the person who does not want to get involved with a group (which
would entail bi-weekly meetings, a brightly colored T-shirt, and a flooded inbox),
but instead wants to give money at his or her discretion. The answer for this person
is much easier than our previous example. Due to technology and the fact that we
are living in the 21st century, the Internet holds (almost) all the answers to everything a person can ever need. And that includes searching for worthy causes dear to
your heart. Almost all of these sites give you the option of donating online via
credit or debit card. This means that you can donate money to a worthy cause in
your underwear and that the only thing you need to move is your hand. Of course, if
you are the type of person who likes to cut a check and snail mail it, due to the resonating good feeling it gives, these addresses can be found on websites as well.
There are great causes for every spectrum of need out in the world. If you are concerned about international human rights, Millennium Promise and Amnesty International is for you. If you want your money to stay closer to home, Habitat For Humanity and Make-a-Wish are good causes. If you want to save the wilderness and
animals, the Humane Society and National Wildlife Federation would love your
help. As you can see, there is no end as to what you can do to help. Giving to a
cause does not always mean giving to people; it can mean animals and your environment as well.
Of course, I am not condemning those who do not want to donate. That is simply a
person‘s choice. This little blurb is mainly for the people who want to donate, but
think they have reasons as to why they cannot.
So, the answer to why you should give money away is because, to you, the amount
equals to a couple cups of coffee, but to the receiving end, it means a few extra
chances at survival, whether it is human life, animal, or the environment.

Opinions and Commentary
Pakistan continued from page 1
In recent weeks, Musharraf has instituted
emergency rule in Pakistan. In particular,
he has suspended the constitution, making it
and the rights it professes irrelevant, and
replaced the Chief Justice of Pakistan‘s
Supreme Court, Iftikhar Muhammad
Chaudhry, with Abdul Hamid Doger, a proMusharraf justice. President Musharraf
cites the need to eradicate the threat radical
Islam as his reason for taking such dramatic
measures.
At first glance, President Musharraf‘s rationale for martial law appears legitimate.
First, President Musharraf has been the target of at least three assassination attempts.
Second, it is suspected that Al-Qaeda and the Taliban are safely harbored in the lawless Pakistani region of Warziristan. So, why then is President Musharraf‘s military
muscle clubbing members of the civil society - lawyers, journalists, and politicians,
rather than pacifying Warziristan? Most experts on democratization will agree that a
healthy civil society is necessary in order for a democracy to exist and remain viable. Instead of entering Warziristan and going after Al-Qaeda, President Musharraf
continues to club lawyers, keep politicians and justices on house arrest, and do TV
interviews to ease the minds of Western viewers. The people of Pakistan know this.
They also know the United States is keeping Musharraf afloat. It seems President
Musharraf isn‘t the ally we would hope, but merely another thug in uniform who is
doing all he can to stay in power, while tarnishing the United States‘ legitimacy in
the eyes of disenfranchised citizens. In such a scenario, the possibility of Al-Qaeda
germination is highly likely.

Wouldn’t it be refreshing if we supported someone
we didn’t have to wash our hands after shaking?
Wouldn‘t it be refreshing if we supported someone we didn‘t have to wash
our hands after shaking? We have a proud history of supporting Trujillo of the Dominican Republic, Batista of Cuba, the Shah of Iran, Saddam Hussein, and Mubarak
of Egypt. Granted, the situation in Pakistan is dire. Pakistan has nuclear weapons
and extremists are pressing for power. Moreover, the only viable replacement,
Benazir Bhutto, a former prime minister, is writhe with allegations of corruption. In
this almost hyperbolic mess, we may have to continue supporting President Musharraf, who at least has the loyalty of the military, rather than support Bhutto, who is
hated by both the military and Islamic terrorists.
The United States needs to adopt a new foreign policy. This can be done in
a number of ways, whether you are an isolationist or interventionist. What if we
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attached actual strings to aid? For instance, in exchange for aid, nations must agree
to eradicate corruption and institutionalize fundamental human rights. Or, for the
isolationists reading, what if we just adhere to the advice of President George Washington and stay out of foreign entanglements altogether? Either of these principled
alternatives is better than the status quo: a murky pragmatism that preaches democracy, while paying off crooks and thugs. Without fundamental change in our policy,
the result will be further resentment and hatred from the global community that suffers in the name of pragmatism.
Dean Nils continued from page 2
―If he has always been there for me, I can imagine over the years how many students
have turned to him for those very same things, always to find him right there, more
than supportive, more than encouraging. And what a wonderful legacy that is, perhaps his greatest legacy. A personal relationship, teacher to student, year after year.‖
School of Management Dean John M. Thomas, a 1976 UB Law graduate, spoke
about the collaboration between the two schools, which includes a thriving JD/MBA
joint degree program and a joint program in international finance and banking in
New York City. A third program, in arts management, is run in conjunction with the
College of Arts and Sciences, and in that Thomas highlighted the contributions of
―the other celebrated Olsen at UB‖ – Dean Olsen‘s wife, Sandra, director of the UB
Art Gallery. ―Nils‘ legacy at the University has been his leadership in linking the
professional schools to other schools and departments,‖ Thomas said. ―Nils has led
the way in making sure that UB is a university that can take great pride in the extent
to which it values collaboration across academic boundaries. It has been a real leader
in that.‖
Speaking on behalf of the law faculty, Charles Patrick Ewing, SUNY Distinguished
Service Professor, noted that scholarly productivity and community service by the
faculty have reached all-time highs. ―With your guidance and your motivation,‖ he
said to the dean, ―we have become one of the most intellectually productive and respected law faculties in the country. That is no exaggeration. Nils has figured out
exactly what strings to pull to motivate us, to reward us; he knows when to prod us;
and most important of all, he knows when to get out of our way. He is not a boss but
a colleague.‖
Ewing also noted Olsen‘s success in rebuilding the loyalty and involvement of the
school‘s alumni: ―He has done everything imaginable to make our alums feel part of
their alma mater. He was able to reach out to the alumni in large measure because he
is a lawyer and has been in the trenches. Nils is someone who speaks the language of
practicing lawyers, knows his way around the courtroom, can tell and appreciate a
good legal war story, and is a true professional role model for our students and our
alums.‖
Dean Nils continued on page 4
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Cyclops, Law Review and Other Myths — Written by Jeff Colt,
JD ‘10

without sobbing in futility about all the cash and Pavlovian flirting with the giggling
hostesses/actresses you‘re missing out on. Maybe you came for the deific contribution to equality and justice you plan to make. There are nine Supreme Court justices.
You‘re not one of them, and you‘re not going to be one of them. Honestly. I don‘t
care how well you did on your memo. It was ONLY A MEMO. I know that after the
nomination of Harriet Miers, it was no longer the surprised few from Regent University of Law (a fourth tier school with a bar passage rate so low it makes the limbo
seem like the high jump, yet whose alumni enjoy an unusually brisk hiring rate from
the Bush administration) who started to spin in front of the mirror, draped in a black
velvet piano cover cloth, waiting for their chance to ―finally fix‖ Roe v. Wade. But
even that opportunity is now only one election closer to being yanked away.

I worry a lot these days.
The current United States debt is a little over 5 trillion dollars, and
our dollar has been stomped by even the Canadians. You heard
me, the Canadians. Our prime energy source is officially running
dry and we haven‘t found anything to replace it with. I don‘t even
think we‘re looking anymore. Either SARS, Avian Flu, the Superbug, or some insanely messy pandemic hemorrhagic hybrid fever is heading our way, if not this
year, then next. Maybe 2009. 2010 at the latest. And if scientist, James Lovelock,
and my November issue of Rolling Stone—the one that features a grinningly oblivious Bruce Springsteen on the cover—is right, global warming will kill six billion of
us in a little over 90 years. Six billion, isn‘t that all of us?

There are nine Supreme Court justices. You’re not
one of them, and you’re not going to be one of
them. Honestly. I don’t care how well you did on
your memo. It was ONLY A MEMO.

That‘s not the half of it. I‘ve started to lose more than just a little hair and I‘m running out of hats a man my age can reasonably get away with. The last three women I
asked out said no. Actually, two said no and the other one said she never got my
phone call, even though I‘d asked her out in person. I‘m pretty sure my dog Sam is
thinking of leaving me—last week I came home to find paw prints on my computer
and Internet history that showed access to my online banking. Also, I think my right
eye is now larger than my left and still growing. Unless Darwin predicted that Cyclops is an evolutionary inevitability, I‘d better see a doctor about it and soon. But
the worst problem is I may not make Law Review. Does it matter? Maybe…

So, why am I here, in the midst of all this law school panic and paranoia and uncertainty and fear of failure? I‘m talking about mine, of course. Why bother with law
school if I might not make Law Review? For that matter, why should any of us?
In an effort to get one of those glossy summer fellowships, I recently reviewed my
law school entrance essay, looking for sections I could cannibalize, and then regurgitate into a spontaneously inspired moment of sublime revelation. I re-read some of
the events that propelled me forward, toward this moment, and was reminded of
some volunteer work I did for Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA). CASA
is an organization that helps speed foster children through a system that‘s greased
with tar. That‘s were I got my first taste of the law, appearing in Family Court, sideby-side with Law Guardians (lawyers) for foster kids. Turns out, even kids need
lawyers. Turns out, kids without parents need them the most.

According to most of the well-intentioned information panels that have paraded in
front of us since the last week of August there are certain steps you need to take to
be a success in the field of law: glossy summer fellowships and internships, networking, top grades, journals, and associations. These steps are just some of the
many components that will make you more marketable and help get you noticed,
help you stand out, so that in three years time you‘ll graduate into the job of your
dreams, that with any luck, you‘ll have for the rest of your life. They may be right.
Those things might actually help. And then there‘s the granddaddy of the padded
résumé: Law Review. It certainly sounds impressive. Who wouldn‘t want to hire
someone who‘s reviewed the law? Law Review will make you famous. Law Review—the American Idol of law school.

A few years ago, I attended the Youth in Court summit held at Fordham Law. Given
the podium during the town hall style meeting, a fearless foster teenager stood up in
front of hundreds of judges and social workers and lawyers (and me) and asked only
one question. ―Why doesn‘t my law guardian know my name?‖ He didn‘t ask what
his law guardian‘s LSAT score was, the ranking of the law school that was attended,
or the name of any slick or warm and fuzzy fellowships that the law guardian may
have bragged to his parents he beat the rest of the country out of. And that kid certainly didn‘t ask if his lawyer made Law Review. Because he didn‘t care. Because
he had more important things to worry about. Things that trumped the relative
ephemorality of ―will I make Law Review?‖ That kid is why I decided to become a
lawyer.

They say that law school teaches you how to think like a lawyer. All it‘s done for
me so far is make it hard to remember why I came to law school in the first place.
Why did you? For the fame and prestige? The only lawyers who ever seem to get
famous are the ones who show up on the news for committing sensational fraud of
some kind. And we already have the Jesus of the legal profession. His name is Alan
Dershowitz. Maybe you came to law school for the money. Here‘s a sobering
thought—a few months before I arrived at UB Law I was waitering at a New York
steak house. I was making $400 a night and I was the bad waiter there. If I tell you
how much the good ones make, you won‘t last through half of your final exams

Now, in the interest of full editorial disclosure, I happen to be a Hearing Representa-
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tive for UB‘s Student Wide Judiciary and an associate on the Buffalo Intellectual
Property Journal and I didn‘t join either of them for the gratuitous expense accounts
or free trips to Cabo San Lucas. Also, before you start your viral letter writing campaign attacking my seeming dismissal of such a historic and revered institution as
Law Review, know this—I‘m not saying there‘s no place in my, or anyone‘s career
for Law Review. All learning is good. And I‘m not saying that no one finds Law
Review compelling or persuasive when parsing applicant‘s qualifications. Many do.
What I am saying is that the hype behind Law Review, and indeed, much of the peripheral law school résumé building is at its best unbalanced and at its worst, counterproductive. It reduces the profound value of learning something as singularly
wonderful as the law, to the educational equivalent of a salmon spawn run, as students—myself included—are not inspired with possibility, but rather, incited by fear
that we will die in this river of knowledge with nothing to show for it unless we
make it upstream.

Dean Nils continued from page 3
UB President Simpson, calling Olsen a ―transformational‖ dean for the Law School,
expressed appreciation for Olsen‘s guidance. ―I have been here now nearly four
years,‖ he said, ―and during that time I have almost without fail, when I have needed
a wise friend, a colleague, to help me unravel the University‘s mysteries or to understand various aspects of how Buffalo works, I have turned to Dean Olsen. He has
been for me a remarkable colleague and mentor as well as being a friend.‖
Simpson also cited Olsen‘s participation in the development of the UB 2020 strategic plan, and his support for the University‘s renewed commitment to civic engagement. ―If I could have a faculty with a hundred people the equivalent of Nils,‖ he
said, ―I would have an absolutely remarkable university.‖ It was University Provost
Satish K. Tripathi – saying, ―For the University, he has truly been dean of deans‖ –
who presented the Jaeckle Award to Olsen, with a sustained ovation from an appreciative audience.

I propose that we are already upstream. To that, none of our law careers or contribution to the law should turn on our attachment to those peripheral accomplishments, or them to us. In the grand scheme of law, justice, and how it all applies to
society as a whole, then more importantly, how it applies to that kid, Law Review
and the like, simply shouldn‘t matter as much as we‘re told it does.

Dean Olsen told of the first deans meeting he attended. ―I had shown up at work as
usual in a Grateful Dead shirt, blue jeans and running shoes,‖ he said. ―I ended up
borrowing a jacket, a button-down shirt with a collar, and boots from Phil Halpern.
The provost was heard to mutter that he could not believe that the acting dean of the
Law School dressed so poorly. He actually muttered it to me.‖

I‘m starting to accept that it‘s unlikely I can
shrink the national debt, create oil from water,
cure all illnesses, cool the planet, grow more
hair, make someone love me, or deny the genetic superiority of the Cyclops. But when I
decided to come to law school none of those
things were on my to-do list anyway. Helping
that kid was and still is, and I will— with or
without Law Review.

But more seriously, Olsen said, ―This institution has nurtured me, supported me, and
certainly taught me everything I know about teaching, about educational administration and the practice of law.‖
He added, ―A great law school does not stand in isolation, nor is it the product of
individual administrative excellence. It is a unique organization that is the result of
the symbiotic relationship of a number of discrete elements.‖ Those elements, he
said, include ―an extraordinarily talented and gifted community of scholars and
teachers‖; the support of the wider University community, and of students and
alumni; and the talents of a series of administrators and staff members, many of
whom he named individually.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE:
Are you thinking about enrolling
in the New York City Program in
International Law and Finance? If
yes, then you should read my article devoted to the program. I will
be participating in the NYC program this spring, and I am looking
forward to sharing my experience
with you! Good luck with your
finals! Olga Vinogradova

―When you honor me,‖ he concluded, addressing the alumni in attendance, ―you are
in fact honoring our faculty, our students, the great research university we are a part
of, our administrators and, not inconsequentially, yourselves. I will always treasure
and keep close your kind words and generous support.‖ The Jaeckle Award is
named for UB Law alumnus Edwin F. Jaeckle ‘15. It is given annually to an individual who has distinguished herself or himself and has made significant contributions
to the UB Law School and to the legal profession.
The 2007 Edwin F. Jaeckle Dinner Committee was co-chaired by Laurie S. Bloom
’83 and Mary M. Penn ’99.
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